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info@isyrius.com
tel. +48 503857517
tel. +48 796339830

ABOUT US
We oﬀer services related to the comprehensive
production of any audiovisual materials “from
concept to completion” of feature ﬁlms, documentaries, commercials, corporation ﬁlms, video clips
and short ﬁlms. We prepare materials to be
broadcast in all areas of exploitation: TV, Internet,
cinema, radio. In particular, we have experience in
3D productions.
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PRODUCER
T ENDE RNE S S

2016 | 75 MIN | FICTION | 3D 4K

“Tenderness” is a multi-faceted story about youth, decountrifying and attitude toward life. In life snapshots of
the four main characters which alternating fates are portraying a world of noncommittal, dynamic relations,
there are shown diﬀerent "tendernesses" towards challenges of the life and people around.

NO PAN IC, WITH A HI NT O F HY ST E R I A
2015 | 95 MIN | FICTION | 4K

A timid accountant tries to earn his living as a hitman, until he becomes a target for the vengeful maﬁa boss,
murderous gangsters, mad cops and a sexy blonde - and if he's not careful his own wife might catch wind of his
double life too.

A RE NA

2013 | 23 MIN | FICTION | 35 MM

A young hitch-hiker is taken in by inhabitants of the Bieszczady Mountains. Fascinated by the people's charisma
and wildness of this place, he decides to put himself through a test in order to constitute his presence in the
mountains.

A D VENTUR ER S’ C LUB
2015 | 110 MIN | FICTION | 4K

Screen version of the book by Edmund Niziurski. Uncle Dionizy Kiwajłło, called in the family a bald madman, is
looking for his grandfather’s treasure from the times of the II World War with the assistance of two boys, Kornel
Kiwajłło and Max. Typical adventure ﬁlm plot twists, comic misunderstandings, chases and traps, encrypted
information and a found treasure map, which then burns on a grill!
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CO-PRODUCTION
We look forward to working with you. We are open to any interesting propositions. We oﬀer the best solution for image recording –
Red Epic 5K & Phantom Flex4K cameras and complete editing and
color grading equipment.

3D PRODUCTION

2 RED EPIC 3D SETS
The complete 3D stereoscopic
image recording set based on
super speed UltraHD/4K/5K
RED cameras.

1 PHANTOM FLEX4K 3D SET
The complete 3D stereoscopic
image recording set based on
super speed 4K cameras Phantom Flex4K.

2D PRODUCTION

4 RED EPIC SETS
Best on the market
UltraHD/4K/5K RED cameras.

2 PHANTOM FLEX 4K SETS
The complete slow motion
video recording set based on
super speed 4K cameras Phantom Flex4K.
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